DAY 1 Envision
CORE SESSIONS
ID

TITLE

SPEAKER

CORE 1 What is FTT?

Paul Eshelman

(D1P1)

Paul Eshleman is Vice President of Networks and Partnerships for Campus Crusade for Christ
International. Paul founded the JESUS Film Project and served as its Director for 25 years. This
2-hour film on the life of Christ has been translated into over 1,800 languages and been
viewed or heard over 8 billion times, worldwide. He led the nationwide “I Found it Campaign”,
EXPLO 72, and headed the Strategy Working Committee for the Lausanne Movement. Paul
currently serves as the Director Emeritus of the Finishing the Task Network. He lives in Orange
County, California.

CORE 2 Bible, Believer and Body

Rick Warren

(D1P2)

of Christ for Everyone

As the founding pastor of Saddleback Church with his wife Kay, Dr. Rick Warren leads a 30,000-member
congregation in California with campuses in major cities around the world. Saddleback Church has more
than 300 community ministries to serve groups including veterans, single parents, orphans, prisoners,
addicts, and those living with a mental illness. He also leads the Purpose Driven Network of churches, a
global coalition of congregations in 164 countries. More than 500,000 pastors and priests have been
trained worldwide, and 212,000 church leaders subscribe to Pastor Rick’s Ministry Toolbox, his free
weekly newsletter. As an author, his book The Purpose Driven Life is one of the best-selling nonfiction
books in publishing history. It has been translated into 74 languages and sold more than 50 million copies
in multiple formats. As a global strategist, Dr. Warren advises leaders in the public, private, and faith
sectors on leadership development, poverty, health, education, and faith in culture. He has spoken at
the United Nations, the World Economic Forum in Davos, the African Union, and numerous congresses
around the world. Rick has also founded The PEACE Plan to address five global issues—spiritual
emptiness, self-serving leadership, poverty, disease, and illiteracy—through the power of ordinary
people in the local church. You can listen to Pastor Rick’s Daily Hope, his daily 25-minute audio teaching,
and sign up for his free daily devotionals at PastorRick.com.
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DAY 1 Envision
ID

TITLE

SPEAKER

CORE 3 Jesus' UUPG Coverage

Kanghee Ahn

CORE 4 Biblical Basis for

Kent Parks

(D1P3)

(D1P4)

Strategy

Movements

CORE 5 Biblical DMM/CPM
(D1P5)

Practice

Kanghee Ahn currently serves as the International Executive Coordinator for the 2020 Global
Assembly of Pastors for Finishing the Task. He was born on July 4, 1956 in Korea and was
brought up in Buddhist family. After receiving Christ as his personal Savior in 1975, he joined
Campus Crusade for Christ in 1983 as a fulltime staff. He’s been actively involved in reaching
the most unreached and under-engaged people groups, primarily in India. He also serves as
the International Director for Global Assistance Partner (GAP), International Development
Coordinator for Finishing the Task and International Development Coordinator for
International Assembly of New Life Mission Church.

Kent Parks is President of BEYOND which seeks to launch Disciple-Making Movements among
Unreached People Groups. The 2013-2019 results are 660,000+ new disciples in over 77,000+
churches. He worked 20 years among Muslims in Asia. He helps equip people to develop
effective mission strategy. He is Co-Facilitator of Ethne, a global UPG-focused network and
serves the 2414 Initiative to launch “Book of Acts” movements in every unreached people
group. After seven years as a church pastor in the US, he was a seminary professor in SEAsia
early in his mission career. His Ph.D. is in the Biblical Theology of Mission.

Nathan Shank

Nathan Shank is the International Mission Board’s (IMB) Affinity leader for South Asian
Peoples. Since 2000 Nathan has worked to establish and multiply churches among South
Asians. While South Asia remains an epicenter for lostness globally, the engagement of
peoples, growth of interest in the gospel, disciple making and the multiplication of churches
all point to God’s grace and timing. Nathan has been a thankful witness to such multiplication.
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DAY 1 Envision
ESSENTIAL SESSIONS
ID

TITLE

SPEAKER

ESSEN 1 Millennial Movement for

Lisa Pak

ESSEN 2 Biblical Models and Best

Steve Smith (1962-2019)

ESSEN 3 Coverage Plan - Onsite

Justin Long

(D1W12)

(D1W17)

(D1W19)

FTT

Practices around the
World

Research and Simple
Planning (Part 1)

Reverend Lisa Pak currently serves as the Director of Global Engagement with Finishing The
Task (FTT). Her previous experience includes serving as the Regional Director for Ontario and
Nunavut at the Canadian Bible Society in addition to 14 years of pastoral ministry and church
experience in South Korea, Singapore and Canada with a particular focus amongst the Korean
Diaspora community. She is ordained by the Korean Association of Independent Churches
and Missions (KAICAM) and holds a MDiv and a MABL from Gordon-Conwell Theological
Seminary and is currently enrolled at Tyndale University College and Seminary in the Doctor
of Ministry program. Lisa has travelled globally and is passionate about diaspora
communities and mobilizing the young generation for the Gospel.
Husband of Laura, Father of Chris, Josh & Caroline, and David, Grandfather of Jim and Jack.
Steve helped to start the 24:14 vision – seeing movements in every unreached people and
place. As a global CPM trainer, he had been a church planting movement catalyst in China.
Justin Long is the Director of Global Research for Beyond. He has been a missionary
researcher for over 20 years.
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DAY 1 Envision
ID

TITLE

SPEAKER

ESSEN 4 Coverage Plan - Onsite

Samuel Kebreab

ESSEN 5 Strategic Engagement -

Mike Adegbile

(D1W18)

(D1W21)

Research and Simple
Planning (Part 2)

Mobilizing across
Domains

Dr. Samuel Kebreab lives in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. He serves as Africa Research Director
with New Generations, a ministry catalyzing DMM among UPGs and UUPGs found in 56
countries. He is the coordinator for the Horn of Africa for the Movement for African National
Initiative(MANI). Dr. Kebreab also serves Vision 5:9, a global network with the aim of
engaging Muslim UUPGs. Serving in the Global Trends Task Force, he leads the task force.

Mike Adegbile served as the Executive Secretary of Nigeria Evangelical Missions Association
for 8years till Dec 2019. Prior to that, he served for 24years in various capacities with the
Nigeria Fellowship of Evangelical Students including being its Missions Director and National
Director for about 13years. Mike currently serves to catalyze the Go-North potentials of the
Sub-Sahara African Church to see Church Planting Movements within the remaining
Unreached Peoples and Places across the Sahel and the Maghreb in Africa. Mike serves on
the Global Leadership Teams of; Global Mobilization Network, Global Church Planting
Network, Global Diaspora Network as well as on the Facilitating teams of Africa 24:14 and
Vision 5:9. Mike is married to Yinka and they are blessed with three boys.
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DAY 1 Envision
ELECTIVE SESSIONS
ID

TITLE

ELECT 1

Transforming
Paradigm - System
Reboot

Victor Choudhrie

ELECT 2

Movements Launching
Movements (Part 1)

Victor John

(D1W6)

(D1W8)

SPEAKER
Victor Choudhrie has been a senior Fellow of the American and British Royal Colleges of surgeons. In
1992 he resigned from his job as Director of Christian Medical College in Punjab north India to take up
full time Church Planting Ministry (CPM). He is a non-Western and a non-theologian practitioner. His
approach is goal oriented for reaching the finish line based on apologetics, and discipling skills that kick
start a Disciple Making Movement (DMM). He mercilessly trashes all the holy cows that we call ‘church’
and pleads for the return to the simplicity and organically multiplying New Testament model of ‘House
churches’ to put God back in hearts and homes of the people, where He belongs. Even if you are a
veteran Church planter, you will find insights in his book GREET THE CHURCH IN YOUR HOUSE (AmazonKindle Edition) that will help you to reboot your ministry but if you are just joining the band wagon, then
it will save you from reinventing the wheel.
Victor John was born in the state of Bihar in North India. He loves Jesus and is passionate to fulfil the
Great Commission given by His Master. He was inspired by the Biblical principles and pattern of the early
Church and began to do research among the unreached language groups like the Bhojpuri people of
Northern India, an area long known as the graveyard of mission and missionaries but today it has become
vineyard of Mission. He is the founder and president of Asian Sahyogi Sanstha India (ASSI); he is a
founding member of Asian Partner International (USA) and serves as Mission Consultant with InterAct
(Sweden). Victor is a vision multiplier and a CPM Catalyst. Victor's research revealed that people were
not resistant to the gospel but only to the way it was presented. He started focusing on developing
grassroots-level leadership and introduced a culture of empowerment - where the ministry is in the
hands of local leaders. He is a servant-leader and has served in different capacity for the past 45 years
for the cause of the Kingdom. He continues to train leaders in different countries.
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DAY 1 Envision
ID

TITLE

ELECT 3

Movements Launching
Movements (Part 2)

Kevin Greeson

ELECT 4

Movement Data - An
In-Depth Update

Justin Long

An Introduction to
Church Planting
Movement Thinking

Stan Parks

(D1W9)

(D1W10)

ELECT 5
(D1W11)

- Global Movement Progress –
- Identification of People Group
Gaps and Places with No Gospel
Access

Best Practices for Launching and
Sustaining Movements

SPEAKER
Kevin Greeson grew up in South Texas and graduated from Southwestern Baptist Theological
Seminary (Ft Worth) in 1988. He and his family served as missionaries with the International
Mission Board from 1993 to 2015 in South Asia. He saw six movements among Bengali
Muslims emerge between 1999-2001. He is the author of Camel: How Muslims Are Coming to
Faith in Christ (Wigtake Pub., 2010) and “Finding 4th Soil,” Mission Frontiers (July/August
2018). Currently, Kevin resides in Houston working with Global Gates and is involved in
training missionary interns.

Justin Long is the Director of Global Research for Beyond. He has been a missionary researcher
for over 20 years.

Stan Parks, Ph.D. serves the 24:14 Coalition (Global Strategy Team) with Beyond (VP of Global
Strategies). He is a trainer and coach for a variety of Church Planting Movements globally and
he and his wife Kay have lived and served among the unreached since 1994.
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DAY 1 Envision
ID

TITLE

ELECT 6

Women Movement for
FTT

Rhonda

ELECT 7

Fueling Movements
through Worship,
Prayer and Fasting,
and Signs and
Wonders (Part I)

Erwin Waelchli

ELECT 8

Fueling Movements
through Worship,
Prayer and Fasting,
and Signs and
Wonders (Part II)

Tsega B.

(D1W13)

(D1W14)

(D1W15)

SPEAKER
Rhonda A and her husband serve with Beyond (www.beyond.org) in SEAsia among Muslim
UPGs since 1991. Their passion is to see God glorified in the launch of cascading movements
to Christ. Rhonda serves as Austronesian Affinity Bloc Strategy Leader. She and her husband
train/coach and personally implement Disciple-Making Movements. Rhonda facilitates
Women2Women CPM/DMM Trainings internationally.
For field stories of DMM/CPM: www.womeninchurchplantingmovements.blogspot.com.
For further info on Women2Women DMM trainings contact: carmichaeltrotter@gmail.com
For further understanding of DMM in real life, read Stubborn Perseverance by James Nyman
Erwin has worked for more than 20 years in Africa and Asia towards the establishment of a
network of indigenous and culturally sensitive fellowships. He currently lives in Switzerland.
He is involved in consulting, training and mentoring in various countries around the world,
mainly in the Global South. Together with two other men he leads Frontiers, an international
mission that has the vision to pursue movements of disciples and churches among Muslims
where the Gospel hasn't reached yet. He was working in India between 2013-2017 mobilizing
and training Indian churches and missions to reach out to Muslims

Tsega was born and raised in the Eastern part of Ethiopia a place called Dire Dawa. Tsega is
married and a mother of five children. Tsega and Aychi, her husband, live in Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia and serve the Lord in the Horn of Africa region focusing on reaching the unreached
people groups. Currently, Tsega is serving as 2414 Africa implementation coordinator with the
passion to see kingdom movements among every unreached people groups and places in
Africa and beyond. Tsega used to be an academician and a banker with Economics
background before she has been fully involved into ministry.
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DAY 1 Envision
ID

TITLE

ELECT 9

Jesus' Coverage
Principles and
Strategies Transferability and
Reproducibility

(D1W16)

ELECT 10 Making Strategic Plan (D1W20)

Setting Critical Goals
and Paths

ELECT 11 Biblical Basis for
(D1W22)

Making Disciples of All
Ethne: A Theological
Discussion

SPEAKER
Shodankeh Johnson

Shodankeh B.E.B. Johnson grew up in Freetown Sierra Leone, the son of a Methodist businessman and
Muslim wife. Influenced by his mother, he nurtured a lifelong love for Muslims that would eventually
change the spiritual trajectory of his country. During the 1990-2000 civil war Shodankeh, still a young
pastor spoke out publicly regarding injustices cruelty from both military and rebel armies. A remarkable
evidence of this is that he was captured and set for execution by both the rebels and the army, but God
intervened to save his life both times. Late in 2001 Shodankeh attended a perspective on the World
Christian Movement in Murfreesboro, and heard David Watson, a highly successful pioneer of Disciple
Making Movements and Shodankeh spent much time with David over the next years learning how to
launch the first Africa movements in modern times. In 2002 he returned home to build New Harvest
Global Ministries that could launch multiple wholistic DMM movements that could spread movement
across Africa and beyond. New Harvest in partnership with New Generation has launched dozens of
movements in multiple Countries. In the last 15 years Shodankeh has trained and coached thousands
of Christian leaders around the world and launch sustainable and replicable Disciple Making Movement

David Garrison

Dr. David Garrison is the executive director of Global Gates, which seeks to reach the world's
least-reached peoples through global gateway cities. He is the author of several books
including The Nonresidential Missionary (1990), Church Planting Movements (2004), and A
Wind in the House of Islam (2014). His books have been translated into more than 20
languages.

Kent Parks

Kent Parks is President of BEYOND which seeks to launch Disciple-Making Movements among
Unreached People Groups. The 2013-2019 results are 660,000+ new disciples in over 77,000+
churches. He worked 20 years among Muslims in Asia. He helps equip people to develop
effective mission strategy. He is Co-Facilitator of Ethne, a global UPG-focused network and
serves the 2414 Initiative to launch “Book of Acts” movements in every unreached people
group. After seven years as a church pastor in the US, he was a seminary professor in SEAsia
early in his mission career. His Ph.D. is in the Biblical Theology of Mission.
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DAY 2 Equip
CORE SESSIONS
ID

TITLE

CORE 1 Global Best Practices of
(D2P1)

DMM/CPM - Kingdom
Movement

CORE 2 China DMM/CMP
(D2P2)

Practices

SPEAKER
Curtis Sergeant

Dr. Curtis Sergeant served with the International Mission Board (IMB) among an unreached,
unengaged people group (UUPG) in China. After a movement started there, he began training
and coaching others to do the same, resulting in a number of
other movements, many among UUPGs. He now runs a disciple-making and missions training
center called MetaCamp in Dadeville, Alabama (metacamp.org), serves as a co-facilitator of
the 24:14 coalition (2414now.net) and helps lead the Zúme project (zumeproject.com).

Ying Kai

With decades of experience in the pastorate and as missionaries with the Southern Baptist
International Mission Board, Ying and Grace Kai currently serve as Executive Directors of T4T
Global Missions. In T4T, the Kais have developed one of the most fruitful methods for church
planting and disciple training in the world. Every year more than 20,000 believers around the
world receive their T4T training and with it have experienced life transformation as disciples
of Jesus Christ.
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DAY 2 Equip
ID

TITLE

SPEAKER

CORE 3 India DMM/CPM Practice

Pankaj

CORE 4 Arab World DMM/CPM

Youssef Ourahmane

(D2P3)

(D2P4)

Report

Practice Report – “The
Christian Faith in Fire”

Pastor Pankaj Godgate resigned from HCL technology when God called him for ministry in
2009 and formed the Assembly of New Life Mission Church under the guideline of Missionary
Ahn in 2011. He has covered India by training and appointing state coverage coordinators and
state representatives in 20 states. Apart from India he also pioneered Assembly of New Life
Mission Churches in Malaysia and Dubai. He is currently serving Lord in the state of Rajasthan
as well as coordinating central zone which include 7 states of India and also taking care of
coverage work as a national coverage director.

Youssef is an Algerian believer born in a conservative Muslim home. He heard the Gospel while visiting
Europe in 1977. Through reading the Bible, he came to faith in Jesus in April 1980. While studying at All
Nations Christian College in the UK (1983-85), he met his wife Hee Tee from Malaysia. After their
marriage in 1988, they went to serve the Lord in Algeria and later founded the House of Hope fellowship
and ministries to equip believers for ministries. Co-leading the work together, they have been part of a
tremendous move of God with tens of thousands of Muslims becoming followers of Jesus Christ.
By God’s leading, recently they started the A4M, Algerians4 Missions, which trains locals to share the
Gospel in Algeria and beyond. He is also the OM field leader and has been on OM for 40 years while his
wife 43 years serving the Lord. Youssef also has been elected in September 2018, as the vice president
of the Alliance of Evangelical Church in Algeria (EPA). Youssef and Hee Tee, have also completed their
MA studies, and graduated in 2017, Youssef also wrote few books using the name Rev Youssef Yacob.
Youssef and Hee Tee have 3 grown up daughters, a son-in-law, and 3grand-children. They both
completed MA Leadership with mission in their sabbatical last year.
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DAY 2 Equip
ESSENTIAL SESSIONS
ID

TITLE

SPEAKER

ESSEN 1 Coverage Training -

Pankaj & Kranthi Godgate

ESSEN 2 Indigenous Training

Daniel Atiyaye

(D2W5)

(D2W6)

Rapid Multiplication

Development Obedience and Practice

Pastor Pankaj Godgate resigned from HCL technology when God called him for ministry in
2009 and formed the Assembly of New Life Mission Church under the guideline of Missionary
Ahn in 2011. He has covered India by training and appointing state coverage coordinators and
state representatives in 20 states. Apart from India he also pioneered Assembly of New Life
Mission Churches in Malaysia and Dubai. He is currently serving Lord in the state of Rajasthan
as well as coordinating central zone which include 7 states of India and also taking care of
coverage work as a national coverage director.

Brother Daniel was born in Yobe State of Northern Nigeria, in West Africa. Daniel came from a humble
background and was raised in an Islamic cultural setting. He was introduced to Christ by a leper and
assured of his salvation by a blind man in Northern Nigeria where he met Christ in 1979. Daniel has led
a number evangelistic initiatives with several mission groups and denominations. Brother Daniel is a
graduate of Electronic Engineering, from Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He held several leadership
responsibilities both the Market place and Christian Ministry. As a strategist in modern missions, Brother
Daniel made profound landmarks in several places in the mission field, he was involved in JESUS film
production and evangelistic distributions in several African languages and was also involved in the
translation and dubbing several JESUS films into at least 78 languages and supervised the translation
hundreds of additional African Languages. The number of JESUS Film workers rose dramatically
throughout West African. Daniel has worked amount the Islamic Kanuri and Shuwa Arabs of Cameroon,
Chad, Niger and Nigeria. Brother Daniel is the founder and president of Streams in the Desert Ministry
focused on reaching Muslims world with the love of Christ. Bro Daniel is presently a serving member of
the Strategy Working Group of the Lausanne Committee for World Evangelization. He is involved in
mentoring younger leaders. Daniel is happily married to Murna and they are blessed with six children.
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DAY 2 Equip
ID

TITLE

SPEAKER

ESSEN 3 Coverage Coordinators -

Jeff Sundell

ESSEN 4 Local Church Believers

Ravin Wilson

ESSEN 5 Multiplying Movement -

Benny

(D2W8)

(D2W10)

(D2W14)

Movement and Builders

Coverage training

Initiation and Cross
Pollination

Jeff and Angie served ten years in South Asia, and God granted them the privilege to see the first
believers come to Christ of a people group who was unreached and unengaged. They quickly developed
into trainers for church planters, both with their company and among nationals. They enjoyed training
others, especially when others “got it” and saw fruit from their efforts as they spread God’s Glory across
South Asia. They also served as a Player/Coach to both company Strategy Coordinators and national
Strategy Coordinators. Over the past fifteen years they have seen a number of emerging Church Planting
Movements. Their family returned to the States in 2009 to employ the same training and vision for
multiplication in the United States. They have been very involved from the grassroots with NoPlaceLeft
in the States and have seen NPL teams form in over 90 cities in the US. Three years ago, Jeff and Angie
returned overseas. Currently, they “live” in Greece and enjoy “getting back to the basics” with the
refugee work there. However, much of their time is spent traveling to other teams across the globe to
coach and train.
Pastor Ravin Wilson from New Delhi, India serves as the CEO and General Secretary of the
Assembly of New Life Mission Church. With a vision to take the gospel to every nation, he is
involved in teaching and training to raise disciples and workers for Gods kingdom. After
completing his education at a Bible School in London, he came back to serve the Lord in India,
and now is serving in places which are unreached and unengaged. Earlier with compassion
and social sector, he has a vast experience in the secular field and this has helped him to reach
many of the people groups and mobilize workers in those places in India and neighboring
countries in Asia.

Benny comes from one of the UPGs in Indonesia. He’s focused on reaching out to M people.
He has been in ministry in 40+ UPGs in 19 countries, training and mentoring to local leaders
and other teams as well as producing materials and doing research.
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DAY 2 Equip
ELECTIVE SESSIONS
ID

TITLE

ELECT 1

Discipleship Material
Development Transferability and
Reproducibility

(D2W7)

SPEAKER
Aila Tasse
TBD

ELECT 2

Planting House of
Prayer

Hojong Park

ELECT 3

Using Technology for
UUPG Engagement

K

(D2W11)

(D2W12)

Reverend Hojong Park holds a MDiv and Th.M from Korea Baptist Theological Seminary.
With the outstanding discernment and experiences on the intercessory prayer and spiritual
warfare, Reverend Park holds numerous teaching positions throughout many organizations,
including Duranno and YWAM. Today, Reverend Park serves as a senior pastor at TCC (The
Cross Church). He also has founded KHOP (Korea House of Prayer), presenting new strategy
and paradigm for the restoration and revival of the churches in the last days as “house of
prayer for all peoples”. He has authored books, “House of Prayer for All Nations” and “Be
the House of God” – both published by Kyujang.
Love for God has led K, his family, and his amazing co-workers to pursue the fulfillment of
the Great Commission. While serving in the Islamic world for many years, they have worked
with prayerful urgency to engage UUPGs, multiply multiplying disciples, and steward
technology that God has entrusted to our generation. He is eager to serve and accelerate
others by sharing experience, and resources they’ve pioneer such as www.Kingdom.Training,
www.Disciple.Tools, and www.Zume.Training.
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DAY 2 Equip
ID

TITLE

ELECT 4

Launching Movements
among Muslims: Case
Studies of Best Practices

Eric Watt

ELECT 5

Launching Movements
among Buddhists: Case
Studies of Best Practices

Steve Parlato

ELECT 6

Launching Movements
among Hindus: Case
Studies of Best Practices

(D2W15)

(D2W16)

(D2W17)

SPEAKER
Eric Watt is passionate about loving God, embracing life, and living on the edge. Watt is Founder and President of
Reaching Unreached Nations, Inc. (RUN Ministries), an organization established in 1990 to bring the revelation of
God and His Kingdom to unreached people. For over 25 years Watt has trained first generation Christians to grow
in their leadership capacity and multiply house churches. He currently serves as mentor and pastor to church
planting movements impacting 120 nations. The work includes Kingdom Business Project initiatives, Bible
translation, emergency relief, and humanitarian aid, as well as the ongoing discipleship of extraordinary people from
unbelievable backgrounds. Whether discipling former Muslims from Saudi Arabia, Pakistan, or Iran, or former
Hindus from Nepal or India, Watt teaches the Word and guides the planting of house church movements. A number
of Watt's books and ministry equipping resources have been translated into dozens of languages spoken by
unreached peoples and are used to further ongoing church planting efforts. An ordained minister, Watt also serves
as Senior Pastor at Greenbrier Church in Chesapeake, Virginia. Watt has a BA degree from Oral Roberts University
and a Master of Arts from Yale University. He and his wife, Becky, herself engaged in missions among the unreached,
enjoy time with their son, his wife and 2 grandchildren and their daughter who is studying abroad.
Steve launched into ministry by reaching out to international students through InterVarsity
Christian Fellowship full time while studying full time. Amie and I have worked to multiply
disciples and churches among Animist tribal and Theravada Buddhists in hard places in 1993.
Our shared passion is to see Jesus Name great among the least reached people groups of
South East Asia. (Malachi 1:1)

Benjamin Francis

Benjamin is the South Asia Director for Big Life Ministries who has started 1000’s of Disciple
making movement groups across many countries in South Asia. He has been involved in
making disciples who are making disciples of their generations for the last 18 years.
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DAY 2 Equip
ID

TITLE

ELECT 7

Launching Urban
Movements: Case
Studies of Best Practices

Isaac Chegudi

ELECT 8

How to Equip People to
Become a Multiplier of
Disciples and Churches

Sulemana Abdel-Aziz (Isaac)

ELECT 9

UUPG Coverage
Ministry

Lipok Lemtur

(D2W18)

(D2W20)

(D2W22)

SPEAKER
Isaac has been serving the Lord as a pastor and as a National Leader of Assembly of New Life
Mission Church. In ANLMC, the Isaac has produced much fruit by raising many coordinators
and pastors. And he is coordinating Unreached People and Places in India and neighboring
countries like Nepal, Myanmar, Bhutan & etc. In ANLMC seminary Isaac has developed easy
methods to study and understand 66 books of the Bible. He has a vision to see every
nonbeliever becoming believer and every believer becoming worker & pastor. He has goal to
plant 100,000 churches in India and in other countries.

Sulemana Abdel-Aziz was born into a Muslim family in January 1969. It was January 1992
when he came to accept Christ. Through the distance studies (1996-1998) with Dr. Ralph
Mahoney, he received Shepherd’s Staff. Immediately, he began preaching the Gospel. In
2001, he went through Exponential Leadership course with Dr. Bruce Wilkinson. He began
training leaders afterwards. In 2007, he was trained in Orality by Wycliff USA under Dr. David
Payne and through Terry, Amy Ruff and Jonathan’s training under Dr. Curtis Sergeant in
Communication Bridges to Oral Cultures in 1995. This marked the beginning multiplication
of disciples, exponential growth of house churches and leaders. Starting from a small village
of his birth reaching his ethnic group, the Gonjas, he now stewards Movements in Africa with
a vision of Africa becoming a mission force to the unreached world. The credit goes to God
alone.
Lipok Lemtur has been serving as a church planter and trainer for 17 years. Originally from
Nagaland in India, Lipok has been involved in cross-culture ministry. He now lives in Mumbai
with his wife of 17 years, Asangla Aier and they have a 16-year old son.
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DAY 3 Empower
CORE SESSIONS
ID

TITLE

SPEAKER

CORE 1 Finishing the Task -

Luis Bush

CORE 2 Global Church

Mike Constantz

(D3P1)

(D3P2)

Transform World

Engagement

Luis Bush was born in Argentina and raised in Brazil. He is married to Doris. They have four children
and twenty grandchildren, and a great grandchild. Bush led the Latin American missions’ movement,
called COMIBAM. He introduced the 10/40 Window concept at the Lausanne II conference in Manila
in 1989. He served as the international director of the AD2000 & Beyond Movement. In 1995 he
introduced Joshua Project 2000 to focus on the unreached peoples. Luis launched Transform World
movement in 2005 connecting God's agents of transformation and launched the 4-14 Window
Initiative in 2009. In 2014, Luis authored a book with Darcy Wiley titled: “The Yes Effect”.

The Pastor of The PEACE Plan at Saddleback Church. Mike graduated from the University of Colorado
and studied at the International School of Theology. Mike served as a medical missionary in the
Philippines and then as the Sri Lanka Country Director for Cru. Mike then served as the Int’l
Community Director for Cru in 187 countries, as well as directed the short-term international teams
at the JESUS Film Project. Since moving to Saddleback Church late in 2003 he has helped with the
sending of over 26,000 Saddleback members to all 197 official countries of the world. Mike and his
wife Cathy live in Orange County, CA. They have a daughter, Tali, who is married to Alex.

Lisa Pak

Reverend Lisa Pak currently serves as the Director of Global Engagement with Finishing The Task
(FTT). Her previous experience includes serving as the Regional Director for Ontario and Nunavut at
the Canadian Bible Society in addition to 14 years of pastoral ministry and church experience in South
Korea, Singapore and Canada with a particular focus amongst the Korean Diaspora community. She
is ordained by the Korean Association of Independent Churches and Missions (KAICAM) and holds a
MDiv and a MABL from Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary and is currently enrolled at Tyndale
University College and Seminary in the Doctor of Ministry program. Lisa has travelled globally and is
passionate about diaspora communities and mobilizing the young generation for the Gospel.
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DAY 3 Empower
ID

TITLE

SPEAKER

CORE 3 Local Church, Global

Jimmy Seibert

CORE 4 Holistic Partnership

Goong Kim
Goong Kim is copresident of the 2020 Global Assembly of Pastors for Finishing the Task. He also serves as the
president of GAP-FTT as well as the chairman of the board for Assembly of New Life Mission Church (ANLMC).
In January 2006, he founded Maranatha Vision Church (MVC) in the San Francisco Bay Area with the vision of
the “Holistic Partnership Mission” led by local church through training every member to become a missionary.
During the past 10 years of his tenure, this vision had been established in that through MVC many churches
were planted in 305 UUPGs in India as well as in Nepal, Myanmar, Turkey and Israel. In December 2019, after
handing over the ministry to a pastor he discipled, Goong Kim has finally returned to his original identity of
being a missionary. Currently, through serving GAP-FTT and ANLMC, he is committed to mobilizing, training,
connecting and supporting Korean churches in Korea and overseas to plant churches in 5,000 UUPGs with less
than .1% evangelicals.

CORE 5 Global Movement of

Stan Parks

(D3P3)

Impact

(D3P4)

(D3P5)

Church Planting and
Disciple Making

Jimmy Seibert is a pastor, author, leader and international speaker. He and his wife Laura have a lifelong commitment to family and the Great Commission being fulfilled in their lifetime. They and a
group of friends founded Antioch Ministries International in 1987 and Antioch Community Church in
1999. Over the last 30 years Antioch has grown from a small gathering in Waco, TX into an
international movement of churches that train and send men and women around the world bringing
the Gospel to those who’ve never heard. Today, Jimmy serves as the founder and senior pastor of
Antioch Waco, and senior leader of the Antioch Movement.

Stan Parks, Ph.D. serves the 24:14 Coalition (Global Strategy Team) with Beyond (VP of Global
Strategies). He is a trainer and coach for a variety of Church Planting Movements globally and he and
his wife Kay have lived and served among the unreached since 1994.
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DAY 3 Empower
ESSENTIAL SESSIONS
ID

TITLE

ESSEN 1 Following through - Nat'l
(D3W15)

Cont'l Int'l Plan

Assisting Critical Needs -

ESSEN 2 Providing Indigenous
(D3W6)

Resource

SPEAKER
Kanghee Ahn

Kanghee Ahn currently serves as the International Executive Coordinator for the 2020
Global Assembly of Pastors for Finishing the Task. He was born on July 4, 1956 in Korea and
was brought up in Buddhist family. After receiving Christ as his personal Savior in 1975, he
joined Campus Crusade for Christ in 1983 as a fulltime staff. He’s been actively involved in
reaching the most unreached and under-engaged people groups, primarily in India. He also
serves as the International Director for Global Assistance Partner (GAP), International
Development Coordinator for Finishing the Task and International Development
Coordinator for International Assembly of New Life Mission Church.

Eric Watt

Eric Watt is passionate about loving God, embracing life, and living on the edge. Watt is Founder and
President of Reaching Unreached Nations, Inc. (RUN Ministries), an organization established in 1990 to
bring the revelation of God and His Kingdom to unreached people. For over 25 years Watt has trained
first generation Christians to grow in their leadership capacity and multiply house churches. He
currently serves as mentor and pastor to church planting movements impacting 120 nations. The work
includes Kingdom Business Project initiatives, Bible translation, emergency relief, and humanitarian
aid, as well as the ongoing discipleship of extraordinary people from unbelievable backgrounds.
Whether discipling former Muslims from Saudi Arabia, Pakistan, or Iran, or former Hindus from Nepal
or India, Watt teaches the Word and guides the planting of house church movements. A number of
Watt's books and ministry equipping resources have been translated into dozens of languages spoken
by unreached peoples and are used to further ongoing church planting efforts. An ordained minister,
Watt also serves as Senior Pastor at Greenbrier Church in Chesapeake, Virginia. Watt has a BA degree
from Oral Roberts University and a Master of Arts from Yale University. He and his wife, Becky, herself
engaged in missions among the unreached, enjoy time with their son, his wife and 2 grandchildren and
their daughter who is studying abroad.
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DAY 3 Empower
ID

TITLE

SPEAKER

ESSEN 3 Church Mobilization

Paul Liu

ESSEN 4 Strategic UUPG

Bill Smith

ESSEN 5 Global Facilitation -

GAP4FTT Leadership Panel

(D3W20)

(D3W17)

(D3W21)

Coordinators

Paul Liu is an engineer by education and has been working in the industries for many years.
He is a motivational speaker and often receives invitations on a wide spectrum of subjects.
Paul and his wife love to travel to various cultures and experience fascinating things
firsthand. His talent focuses on building consensus. They now live in California.

Bill Smith served as church planter and trainer of church planters and strategy
coordinators among unreached peoples over 45 years. Currently he is coaching,
training, and mentoring teams in Asia, Africa, and Middle East.

Meeting, Training ,
Coaching and Resources
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DAY 3 Empower
ELECTIVE SESSIONS
ID

TITLE

ELECT 1

Strategic Crisis
Response toward
Launching Movements

(D3W8)

SPEAKER
Trevor

In the US in his 20s and 30s, Trevor(pseudonym) served as a teacher and coach, a church
planter among Asian refugees, and a pastor. Based for the last 25 years in an Asian country,
Trevor serves as a seminary professor. He started and coaches mission teams in which local
coworkers lead multiplying discipleship movements in Unreached People Groups. Trevor
develops leaders’ learning communities to maximize the fruit-bearing productivity of local
church planters. These men mentor others, multiplying fruit for God in small discipleship
groups, up to the 11th generation.

ELECT 2

Strategies for
Launching Strategy
Coordinators/Movemen
t Catalysts into the
Gaps

Kanghee Ahn

ELECT 3

Serving Strategic
Partners - New
Resources and
Connections

Yerry Tawaluyan

(D3W10)

(D3W11)

Kanghee Ahn currently serves as the International Executive Coordinator for the 2020 Global
Assembly of Pastors for Finishing the Task. He was born on July 4, 1956 in Korea and was
brought up in Buddhist family. After receiving Christ as his personal Savior in 1975, he joined
Campus Crusade for Christ in 1983 as a fulltime staff. He’s been actively involved in reaching
the most unreached and under-engaged people groups, primarily in India. He also serves as
the International Director for Global Assistance Partner (GAP), International Development
Coordinator for Finishing the Task and International Development Coordinator for
International Assembly of New Life Mission Church.
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DAY 3 Empower
ID

TITLE

ELECT 4

Media for Movements
(M4M): How
Movements Can
Maximize Media Tools
for Reproducing
Disciple-Making

(D3W12)

SPEAKER
Calvin & Carol Conkey

Calvin and Carol Conkey are the Founders and International Coordinators of Create International, a
global ministry of Youth With A Mission (YWAM) focused on producing effective media resources for
unreached people groups. Since 1978 they have served as full-time missionaries, producing hundreds
of audio-visual resources and ministering in over sixty-five nations. Calvin and Carol both hold an MA
in Intercultural Communication. They serve on several Global networks including Vision 5:9 as media
resource coordinators. Together, they authored “Indigenous Media that Sparks Movements" in the
book Fruit to Harvest (2019) and Media that Transforms Nations and soon to be released The
Impossible Dream (2020) available on Amazon. Since 2009, Carol and Calvin have lived in Chiang Mai,
Thailand, leading the Global Communications and Resource Center. Along with their staff on nine
worldwide teams, they continue to produce extensive media resources for unreached people groups,
train in cross-cultural communication worldwide, and initiate new tools and technology to distribute
the message effectively to all peoples.

Grace

Grace is a missionary kid (MK) born and raised in East Asia. She and her husband, Ed, lived in
the Middle East for 23 years where they worked in media communications and church
planting among Shiite Muslims. She has worked with several global organizations, including
the IMB and the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association, and now serves as a global
communications consultant multiplying disciples among Arabic speaking Muslims. Grace and
her husband are professional voiceover artists, and they have one son born in the Middle
East.

ELECT 5
(D3W13)

Equipping and
Multiplying Leaders

Kumar Pillai

I was born in a orthodox Hindu family and was ordained to be Hindu temple priest. Rescued
by Jesus in my dream and later committed to plant churches in 1995. Today, I have seen
many, many thousand churches all across the globe. I have been a coach to many
organizations on church planting. Currently leading 24:14 in South Asia.
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DAY 3 Empower
ID

TITLE

ELECT 6

Best Use of Funds for
Launching Movements

Bill Smith

ELECT 7

Coaching Movement
Leaders

Neill Mims

(D3W14)

(D3W18)

SPEAKER
Bill Smith served as church planter and trainer of church planters and strategy coordinators
among unreached peoples over 45 years. Currently he is coaching, training, and mentoring
teams in Asia, Africa, and Middle East.

An editor of "T4T - A Discipleship Re-Revolution" and developed Church Planting Movement
training in mission settings for 27 years having lived in: 2 years Korea, 7 years Vietnam, 7
years India, 4 years in Singapore, and 8 years in Malaysia. We served 23 years with IMB
(Southern Baptists) and the last four years serving as Vice President for Advanced Training
with the mission agency "Beyond". See our website at www.beyond.org My wife Margit
and I always strive to live and model what we teach in church planting multiplication.

http://2020gap4ftt.org
info@gap4ftt.org
+82-2-593-3335
302, Hyuk-Sung Building, 127,
Seocho-daero, Seocho-gu,
Seoul, Korea (06588)
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